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We consider the dynamics of polyampholytes~PAs, polymers containing positive and negative
charges! in a fixed network~gel!. Under the influence of an external electrical field a PA undergoes
a biased reptation; the electrophoretic mobility of the chain depends crucially on the given charge
distribution. This effect, which does not occur for equally charged polymers~polyelectrolytes, e.g.,
DNA! leads to an effective separation of PAs according to their charge distribution—even for PAs
of the same length and the same overall charge. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

DNA gel electrophoresis is an effective method for se
rating DNA strands of different lengths.1,2 This is of great
technical importance since polyelectrolytes~PEs! in solution
tend to have the same electrophoretic mobility, independ
of their number of monomersN: both the electrical force a
well as the friction force~DNA are free-draining coils! are
proportional toN. The situation where the chains migra
through a gel matrix is different; here already a simple ana
sis in the framework of the biased reptation model shows
electrophoretic mobility of PEs to follow a 1/N dependence
at least for short chains.3,4 The mobility for longer chains,
however, changes as a result of the orientation of the ch
in the external field.4 On the other hand, the biased reptati
concept is unable to describe the findings in field-invers
gel electrophoresis~FIGE! where one finds a mobility mini-
mum ~‘‘gap’’ ! around some lengthN. Much work was de-
voted in recent years to the theoretical understanding of
‘‘antiresonance’’ phenomenon aiming to elucidate t
mechanisms underlying FIGE.5–10

In this article we extend the considerations for PEs
heterogeneously charged polymers, namely to polya
pholytes~PAs!; these are heteropolymers which carry bo
positive and negative charges. In a series of works11–15 we
have investigated how PAs in dilute solutions behave in
ternal electrical fields. As we have shown, PAs stre
strongly in external fields; the details depend on the distri
tion of charges12,15 and on their intramolecular coupling,14,15

on the solvent’s quality,14,15on the chain’s extensibility13 ~cf.
also the paper of Winkler and Reineker16!, and on the hydro-
dynamic interaction between the monomers.15 A great vari-
ety of static and dynamical scaling laws follow.

We hasten to note that the presence of geometrical c
straints can modify strongly the PAs’ dynamics in extern
fields. Thus in Ref. 17 an analysis was performed of co
sions of PA chains with static posts; the focus of the inv
tigation was to evaluate the time it takes a PA chain to
hook. It turns out that in general this time depen
exponentially onN. This is different from the situation

a!Present address: Siemens AG, HL TS E DS, Postfach 80 17 09, 8
Munich, Germany.
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which one finds for PEs, where the time to unhook depe
algebraically onN; as a consequence of this one does
achieve a significant separation of PEs through a serie
collisions with sparsely distributed hooks.18

In this paper we consider a somehow more complica
situation; we study namely the mobility of PAs throug
fixed, very dense networks. In this case the prevailing g
metrical constraints effectively confine the polymer to
tube.19,20 Due to the densely spaced obstacles, the chai
only allowed to leave the tube by reptating, i.e., by movi
as a whole along the tube, creating at one end a new
segment and erasing such a segment at the other end. As
well-known, reptation also holds for polymer melts, whe
the other chains of the melt act as obstacles which are lo
lived compared to the tube-engagement time.19,20 For a
charged chain in an electrical field one has further to ta
into account the external force acting on the polymer; t
leads—in the simplest version—to the biased reptat
model,3,4 which was developed in order to model the g
electrophoresis of PE~DNA!.

In this work we use a slightly modified version of biase
reptation and investigate the PAs’ dynamics in not-to
strong fields. Using simple scaling arguments as well as
merical simulations, we show that the mobility of PA chai
in dense networks depends strongly on the PAs’ distribut
of charges, even for PAs with the same degree of polym
ization N and total~excess! chargeQtot . Taking a PE chain
as a reference, we find, depending on the specific distribu
of charges, that the PAs’ mobility is sometimes enhanc
and sometimes reduced. Thus gel electrophoresis allows
separation of PAs according to specific features of the dis
bution of charges along the chain.

II. BIASED REPTATION DYNAMICS

Let us now consider PAs in fixed networks~gels! in the
framework of biased reptation.4 As mentioned above, the
basic idea is that the embedding medium~network! limits the
dynamics of the chain to a tube-like region, i.e., to a rep
ing motion.19,20 Due to fluctuations on small scales, th
length L of the chain and the contour length of the tub
Lc , are different (L>Lc). Being interested in mesoscop
properties, the small-scale fluctuations of the chain are
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2637Loomans, Schiessel, and Blumen: Biased reptation of polyampholytes
regarded; one represents the PA’s conformation by a tub
fixed lengthLc , the so-calledprimitive chain.20 Note, how-
ever, that the assumption of constantLc is valid only for
not-too-strong external fields: The deformation energy
segment~of lengtha! is much smaller than the thermal e
ergy T ~expressed in units of the Boltzmann constantkB!,
i.e., when

aFext!T. ~1!

Under this condition the PA is modeled throughN11
‘‘beads’’ which are connected into a linear chain byN bonds
of fixed length~cf. Fig. 1!. The chain has the~fixed! total
lengthLc5aN, where the parametera is the step length of
the primitive chain~and depends on the statistical propert
of the network!. a andN are related to the bond lengthb and
the degree of polymerizationN̄ of the elementary chain
througha2N5b2N̄. The primitive chain is ‘‘freely jointed,’’
i.e., each segment is able to point in any direction indep
dently of the other bonds. The chain’s conformation at ti
t is represented by the set$Rn(t)%, where Rn(t)
5(Xn(t),Yn(t),Zn(t)) denotes the position of thenth bead.
Furthermore, the chain carriesN chargesqn (n51,...,N) lo-
cated in the middle of each link, i.e., between each pair
neighboring beads; these charges represent the effe
charges of the primitive chain segments. Their positions
given by the set$rn(t)% with rn(t)5(xn(t),yn(t),zn(t)) (n
51,...,N) being the position of the charge on thenth seg-
ment:

rn~ t !5 1
2 ~Rn~ t !1Rn11~ t !!. ~2!

Thus the potential of the chain in the external electrical fi
is given by

U~ t !52 (
n51

N

qnErn~ t !. ~3!

In Eq. ~3! the intra- as well as the intermolecular electrosta
interaction of the charged monomers is neglected. Thi
justified, for instance, for weakly charged, short PA chai
More specifically, for aQ solvent and a randomly charge
PA with vanishing total charge, the coupling between
charges can be neglected as long asN̄,(b/ f l B)2

holds.15,21,22 Here f denotes the fraction of charged mon
mers andl B5e2/(«T) is the Bjerrum length~with e being

FIG. 1. PA in a fixed network. The PA is represented by its primitive ch
with the fixed lengthLc5aN. Each segment carries the effective char
qn .
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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the elementary charge per monomer and« the dielectric con-
stant!; in water at room temperature one hasl B>7 Å. In
terms of the primitive chain, this so-called weak-coupli
condition turns into the inequalityN,(a«T/q2)2, with q
being the typical effective charge per primitive chain se
ment. In this regime also, multichain effects can be n
glected, since then the electrostatic energy per chain
smaller thanT ~cf. Ref. 23 for a detailed discussion of th
role of finite concentrations!. These arguments remain vali
for non-neutral chains as long as the charge asymmetr
small enough, namely as long asQtot,qN1/2.15,24

Due to the entanglements, the PA is only allowed
move along the tube; we describe the chain’s reptation by
following Monte Carlo ~MC! method: Assume the PA a
time t to have the conformation$Rn(t)%. During the time
step Dt, the PA attempts to make a forward or backwa
jump to a new conformation of the form:

Rn
~ trial!~ t1Dt !5 1

2~11 f ~ t !!Rn11~ t !1 1
2~12 f ~ t !!Rn21~ t !,

~4!

with 1<n<N11. Here f (t) is a stochastic variable which
takes with equal probability 1/2 the values11 for a forward
jump of the chain (n→n11) and21 for a backward jump
(n→n21). These elementary events are accepted or
jected following the usual Monte Carlo rules: If the potent
U(t1Dt) of the new trial conformation is energeticall
more favorable, i.e., ifU(t1Dt)<U(t), the new conforma-
tion is accepted and one setsRn(t1Dt)5Rn

(trial)(t1Dt). If
U(t1Dt).U(t), the new conformation is only accepte
with probability p5exp(2DU/T) ~Boltzmann factor!; other-
wise ~with probability 12p!, R(trial) is rejected and one set
Rn(t1Dt)5Rn(t).

Moreover, we have to deal in Eq.~4! with the boundary
conditions. When one has a forward~backward! jump the
(N11)th ~first! bead leaves the tube; the position of th
bead,RN12 (R0) in Eq. ~4!, is then given by

RN12~ t !5RN11~ t !1a~ t ! ~5!

for a forward jump, or by

R0~ t !5R1~ t !1a~ t ! ~6!

for a backward jump. In Eqs.~5! and ~6!, a(t) represents a
random vector of lengthua(t)u5a; by this a new, randomly
directed section of the tube is created.

Let us note the differences between this model and
original biased reptation model of Slater and Noolandi.4 In
our case we use a Monte Carlo method to determine the
move; we are thus, at least formally, able to handle electr
fields of arbitrary strength. It is a simple matter to show
linearizing the Boltzmann factor that for not-too-strong fiel
@cf. Eq. ~1!# our approach reproduces the formalism of R
4; the bias due to the field can then be directly incorpora
into the stochastic properties off (t) of Eq. ~4! ~see Ref. 4 for
details!. A second modification in our approach concerns
creation of new tube segments. In Eqs.~5! and ~6! we pick
the new segmentsa(t) from an isotropic distribution. This is
different from Ref. 4, where the new segments are assu
No. 7, 15 August 1997
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2638 Loomans, Schiessel, and Blumen: Biased reptation of polyampholytes
to get oriented towards the field; for stronger fields t
mechanism leads to a stretching of the whole chain. From
point of view of very dense networks, it is, however, que
tionable whether the geometry allows such a strongly dir
tional orientation of the ends; thus we restrain ourselves fr
incorporating this effect into the model.

III. ELECTROPHORETIC MOBILITY

In Ref. 3 Lumpkin and Zimm succeeded in determini
the electrophoretic mobility of PEs in gels using straightf
ward concepts. As we proceed to show, the situation for P
is much more complex, so that simple extensions of th
concepts encounter serious limitations. To show this we s
from the actual tangential~longitudinal! electric forceFl(t)
acting on the polymer along the contour of the tube. Fo
given tube conformation$Rn(t)%, each charged segmentn
leads to a force contribution along the tube ofqnE
•(Rn11(t)2Rn(t))/a ~cf. Fig. 1!. Hence one has by sum
ming over all contributions~this assumes the chain to b
incompressible and inextensible!:

Fl~ t !5
E

a (
k51

N

qk~Rk11~ t !2Rk~ t !!

5
E

a (
k51

N

qk~Yk11~ t !2Yk~ t !!, ~7!

where in the last line~and also in the following! the electrical
field is taken to point in theY direction, i.e.,E5(0,E,0).
From Eq.~7! the chain’s tangential~longitudinal! drift veloc-
ity along the tube is given byn l(t)5Fl(t)/z l , wherez l de-
notes the total translational~longitudinal! friction coefficient
of the PA.

This translational motion is accompanied by a drift
the center of mass~c.m.! in the medium which can be calcu
lated as follows:4 A forward jump may be seen as the tran
fer of the end segment to the front position where a new p
of the chain is generated; this corresponds approxima
~within a accuracy of order 1/N! to moving this segment ove
the distanceP(t)5RN112R1 . Obviously a backward jump
may be seen as the transfer of a segment approximately
the distance2P(t). Thus the changeD6Rc.m.(t) of the po-
sition of the c.m.Rc.m.(t), for a forward/backward jump is
given by

D6Rc.m.~ t !> f N

6P~ t !

N
. ~8!

In Eq. ~8! we have introduced the factorf N5(N21)/N
which takes into account that the transfer distance of the
segment is effectively smaller than6P(t): During a repta-
tion step, one segment of the chain with a typical length
P(t)/N vanishes, whereas the new part of the tube ha
random orientation@cf. Eqs. ~5! and ~6!#. Now, the CM’s
drift velocity in the Y direction at timet, nc.m.

Y (t), follows
from the tangential drift velocityn l(t) along the tube. Using
Eq. ~8! one finds
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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Y ~ t !>

f NPY~ t !

aN
n l~ t !, ~9!

with PY(t) being theY component ofP(t).
Here we are interested in theelectrophoretic mobility

m(E)5nc.m.
Y /E wherenc.m.

Y denotes the average drift velocit
of the c.m. Hence we take thatnc.m.

Y is given by the time
averagê ...& of Eq. ~9! so that:

m~E!5^nc.m.
Y &/E5

f N

a2Nz l
(
k51

N

qk^~Yk112Yk!PY&. ~10!

As we will see, Eq.~10! often overestimates the PA’s mo
bility.

In the following we discuss three different kinds o
charged polymers: PEs, diblock, and triblock PAs. Even
ting each polymer carry the same total chargeQtot , we find
vastly different behaviors for the three classes: For sm
external fieldsE the mobility of PEs is essentially constan
whereas the mobilities of the diblock and triblock PAs i
crease and decrease withE; for larger E we observe addi-
tional effects. In the following we present the three cas
separately.

A. Polyelectrolytes

Let us consider first a homogeneously charged PE w
qn5Dq for n51,...,N; the chain’s total charge is thus give
by Qtot5NDq. From Eq.~10! we find for the electrophoretic
mobility of the PE:

m~E!5
f NQtot

a2N2z l
^PY

2&. ~11!

For small field strengths@cf. Eq. ~1!#, field-induced changes
of the conformation are small and the reptating chain will b
by construction, nearly Gaussian. Then^PY

2&5a2N/3, which
leads with Eq.~11! to the result of Refs. 3 and 4:

m~E!5
f NQtot

3Nz l
[mN , ~12!

which is now independent ofE. Furthermore, since both
Qtot andz l are proportional toN, one finds for smallE that
the electrophoretic mobility is proportional toN21.

Using the Monte Carlo method described above we
cover this result. In Fig. 2 we depict the simulation resu
for a PE chain of lengthN524 and a chargeqn5Dq
50.05 on each monomer. The filled circles show the r
caled mobility m (MC)(E)/mN at different field strengthsE;
for each E value m (MC)(E) denotes the average over te
realizations of 107 Monte Carlo steps. For the simulations w
have to relate the timeDt for an elementary Monte Carlo
event @cf. Eq. ~4!# to the longitudinal friction coefficient
z l . This is best done forE[0, when each elementary step
accepted. Now the friction coefficient follows from the lon
gitudinal diffusion coefficient through the Einstein relatio
z l5T/Dl ; for the longitudinal~effectively one-dimensional!
diffusion with step lengtha, Dl is given byDl5a2/(2Dt).
Thus we can identifyz l with 2DT/a2, and Eq.~12! takes the
form mN / f N5a2Dq/(6DtT). In the simulation we setT
No. 7, 15 August 1997
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2639Loomans, Schiessel, and Blumen: Biased reptation of polyampholytes
51, a51, and Dt5N so that heremN / f N50.05/144
51/2880. Equation~12! predicts m(E)/mN51, which is
shown in Fig. 2 as a straight line; as can be seen, this ag
very well with the averagedm (MC)(E)/mN obtained from the
MC simulations~filled circles!.

In the following we study the biased reptation of PA
with prescribed charge distributions$qn%. Each monomer
carries in addition to the small chargeDq a charge1q or
2q, each type occurringN/2 times; furthermore we choos
q such thatq@Dq. Thus these PAs have again the to
chargeQtot5NDq, and for these PAs the PE just discuss
serves as a reference chain.

B. Triblock PAs

As a first example we consider the following tribloc
PA: we takeqn5q1Dq for n51,...,N/4, qn52q1Dq for
n5N/411,...,3N/4, and qn5q1Dq for n53N/411,...,N.
Here we setq51 and use the same values for the oth
parameters as for the PE case. In Fig. 2 the filled triang
display the electrophoretic mobility of the triblock PA fo
different field strengths. ForE close to zero, the mobility of
the triblock chain starts with the same value as the
mN ; with increasing external field the mobility goes dow
and attains its half valuem(E)5mN/2 at a field strength of
aroundE'0.09.

The decrease ofm with E can be understood as follows
In the triblock case there often occur conformations in wh
the chain becomes trapped. Such a typical U-conformatio
low energy is depicted schematically in Fig. 3~a!. Due to the
tube confinement the chain can leave this conformation o
by reptating; then one arm becomes longer whereas the o
shortens@cf. Fig. 3~b!#. The electrical longitudinal forceFl

immediately counteracts this process and drives the PA b
to the symmetric U-conformation. As long as the chain
trapped in the U-conformation the mobility vanishes. Sin
this effect is more pronounced for largerE values, the mo-
bility is a decreasing function ofE.

FIG. 2. Electrophoretic mobilitym(E) of charged polymers with three dif
ferent kinds of charge distributions for small external fields. Depicted is
relative electrophoretic mobilitym (MC)(E)/mN as a function ofE for a poly-
electrolyte chain, a triblock PA, and a diblock PA~see text for details!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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To express this effect quantitatively is difficult. First on
may try to apply Eq.~10! also to the triblock chain. We hav
compared our numericalm (MC)(E) results with Eq.~10!,
where we used forYk andPY also the MC results~averaged
over each MC step!. We find that the mobilities predicted b
Eq. ~10! are significantly smaller than the values attain
from the direct simulations, i.e.,m (MC)(E). Thus Eq.~10!
does not hold for triblock PAs. We give here an examp
where this can be seen explicitly. Consider t
U-conformation depicted in Fig. 3: The chain may b
trapped in this conformation for a long time, just wrigglin
around the symmetric case~a! and attaining from time to
time, due to thermal agitation, unsymmetric conformatio
@like the conformation depicted in Fig. 3~b!#. Clearly, as long
as the chain is trapped in this U-conformation, the PA ha
vanishing mobility, i.e.,m (MC)[0. On the other hand, con
sider Eq.~10!: A straightforward analysis shows thatm(E)
50 for symmetric U-conformations andm(E),0 for asym-
metric ones. Thus as long as the PA is trapped in
U-conformation the averagedm(E) from Eq. ~10! is nega-
tive, in contradiction tom (MC)[0.

In the following, we determine an approximate formu
for the mobility of the triblock chain using the theory o
activation processes. Assume that the electrical field is sm
enough so that the typical deformation of the chain is lin
in the external force; the chain will lower its potential ener
by attaining a U-like conformation, and this energy can
evaluated by considering the two halves of the chain se
rately. Each half is divided into two halves itself, one ha
carrying theN/4 charges1q and the other half carrying
N/4 charges2q. In the external fieldE, both halves of the
chain will be stretched by a forceFS of the order of
q(N/4)E, which leads, against the entropic forces, to a d
formation DL'a2(N/2)FS /T'a2qE(N/2)(N/4)/T.19 The
deformation is accompanied by a shift of the positive a
negative charges against each other so that the potentia
ergy of the triblock PA is lowered by DU'

eFIG. 3. Triblock PA in a network. Schematically depicted is a U-like co
figuration ~the filled circles symbolize the gel fibers!. The symmetric
U-conformation~a! is locally stable: When the chain leaves the conform
tion by reptation the longitudinal forceFl immediately counteracts this pro
cess@cf. ~b!#.
No. 7, 15 August 1997
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2640 Loomans, Schiessel, and Blumen: Biased reptation of polyampholytes
22q(N/4)EDL'24a2q2E2(N/4)3/T. Assuming further
that the electrophoretic mobility scales likem(E)}te

21,
wherete is the typical escape timete}exp(DU/T) from the
trapped conformation, we find the following approxima
formula for the mobility

m~E!5mN exp@2c1a2q2E2N3/T2#. ~13!

In Eq. ~13! the prefactor is taken to bemN ~so thatq→0
recovers the PE case!; furthermorec1 is some positive con-
stant.

Equation ~13! suggests thatm(E)/mN is a function of
eN3/2, with

e5aqE/T ~14!

being the dimensionless field strength. The correspond
rescaled plot,m as a function ofeN3/2, is shown in Fig. 4. As
can be seen from the figure, the data for differentN collapse
to a master curve. We also display in Fig. 4, Eq.~13!, where
we setc150.0055 in order to fit the simulation results. A
can be seen, for not-too-largee, Eq. ~13! fits quite well. On
the other hand~see insert of Fig. 4!, for values ofeN3/2 larger
than 200, the numerical data deviate from Eq.~13!.

Let us compare Eq.~13! to the typical unhook timetu of
a triblock PA which collides with a cylindrical post.17 In this
case we found thattu

21}exp(2ca2qQtotE
2N2/T2) wherec is a

positive constant. Note that for single hook collisions~in
contrast to the reptation case! the total charge enters into th
exponential factor.

C. Diblock PAs

We turn now to the following diblock PA:qn5q1Dq
for n51,...,N/2 andqn52q1Dq for n5N/211,...,N, and
use the same parameters as for the triblock PA. In Fig. 2
mobility m(E) of the diblock chain is displayed throug
filled squares. Evidently, for extremely low fields,E→0, the
diblock PA has the same mobility as the PE: Contrary to

FIG. 4. Reduced plot of the electrophoretic mobility of the triblock PA. T
relative electrophoretic mobilitym/mN is plotted as a function ofeN3/2 for
three different values ofN. Further, we depict the theoretical formula, E
~13!, as a continuous curve. The inset displays ln(m/mN) as a function of
e2N3 together with Eq.~13!, which is now represented by a straight line. F
stronger fields a deviation of the numerical data from the line is observ
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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triblock PA case, however, the mobility of the diblock P
increases with increasingE. This enhancement can be un
derstood by the fact that it is energetically favorable for t
diblock PA to stretch in the direction of the field. Thus w
may assume that for not-too-strong fields,^PY

2& is given by
the corresponding value of a PA chain in a dilute solutio

^PY
2&5

a2N

3
1

a4q2E2N4

144T2 , ~15!

@cf. Eq. ~25! of Ref. 15#. Now we use, tentatively, Eq.~10!
again. The symmetry of the deformation with respect to
middle of the chain leads us immediately to Eq.~11!. Re-
placing ^PY

2& in Eq. ~11! by Eq. ~15! we end up with

m~E!5mN1
f NQtota

2q2N2

144z lT
E25mNS 11

a2q2N3E2

48T2 D .

~16!

Equation~16! predicts an increase of the mobility with in
creasingE which results from the stretching of the chai
This is contrary to the triblock case: Here the chain in
dilute solution shows no stretching in the field due to t
symmetric halves of the chain, and one finds^PY

2&5b2N/3
independently of the field strength.

Let us compare Eqs.~15! and ~16! with our simulation
results. The field-induced stretchingDPY5^PY& is given by
DPY5a2qEN2/(12T), which corresponds to the secon
term on the right-hand side of Eq.~15!. In Fig. 5 we compare
this theoretical prediction with the chain stretching which w
find in our simulations. We display the relative stretchi
DPY /(aN1/2) as a function ofeN3/2. For eN3/2,20 the data
for differentN, as well as the theoretical curve, coincide. F
larger field strength one finds, however, that the numeric
determined extension falls below Eq.~15!. Furthermore, the
N-dependence changes, so that the result for different va
of N do not scale witheN3/2. Note, however, that this be
havior is not simply due to the finite extensibility of th
chain; this alone would lead to a much larger extens
DPY5aN at very large external fields~a detailed discussion

.

FIG. 5. Field-induced stretching of diblock PAs. Depicted is the relat
stretching of the end-to-end distanceDPY /(aAN) as a function ofeN3/2 for
PA chains, withN524 andN572 as well as~straight line! the theoretically
predicted curve Eq.~15! ~see text for details!.
No. 7, 15 August 1997
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of the role of the finite extensibility in the case of dilu
solutions can be found in Ref. 13!. In Fig. 6 we compare the
mobility of a diblock PA with N524 with the theoretical
curve, Eq.~16!. As is evident from the figure, Eq.~16! over-
estimates the mobility of the diblock chain. The numeric
results show a remarkable effect at largee-values: AteN3/2

'14 the mobility reaches a maximum; for larger values
e the mobility decreases monotonically with the fie
strength.

Equation~16! is based on the assumption of ergodici
namely, that in spite of the tube confinement the chain
change from one given configuration to another without
ing hindered by large potential barriers. This is only the c
for sufficiently small fieldsE. At stronger fields~as in the
triblock case!, trapping effects occur and the mobility de
creases withE. This can be understood as follows: Com
pared to a stretched conformation a typical random~Gauss-
ian! conformation is energetically less favorable. From E
~15! one finds that the energy of the stretched state is l
ered byDU'2DPYqNE'2a2N3q2E2/T. For uDUu.T,
i.e., for field strengthE.E0 with E0'T/(aqN3/2), the chain
can get trapped into such energetically favorable stretc
configurations. We infer that forE*E0 the trapping mecha
nism comes into play and influences the dynamics. We ar
now as in the case of triblock PAs and expect an Arrhen
type correction tom(E). This leads to

m~E!5mNS 11
a2q2N3E2

48T2 Dexp~2c2a2q2E2N3/T2!,

~17!

where c2 is a positive constant. The maximal mobilit
mmax of the chain is given for someE5E0.0 as long as
c2 is sufficiently small, namelyc2,1/48. Then one hasE0

5Ac2
21248T/(aqN3/2) and mmax5mN(48c2)21 exp(48c2

21).
For the sake of comparison, we also display in Fig. 6 E

~17! for c250.007. Note that for small values ofE this de-
scription is reasonable. One may also note that trapping
fluences the mobility even for very small fields, since fro

FIG. 6. Electrophoretic mobility of the diblock PA withN524. The nu-
merical results are plotted, together with two approximate formulas~see text
for details!.
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Eq. ~17! one hasm(E)/mN>11(48212c2)e2N3. This may
explain the deviations between Eq.~16! and the numerical
data which occur in the limit of small fields~cf. Fig. 6!. On
the other hand, as can be seen from Fig. 6, foreN3/2.8 the
decrease ofm which follows from Eq.~17! is much faster
than what the numerical data suggest. This deviation may
understood as being due to other pathways by which
chain can leave the energetically favorable configuration

In Fig. 7 we display the numerical results for the diblo
PA’s mobility when also very high external fields~eN3/2 up
to 120! are included. Interestingly, aroundeN3/2'50 a very
slow decrease ofm sets in. Furthermore, this large range
E-values allows us to test scaling with respect toeN3/2: the
normalized valuesm(E)/mN plotted againsteN3/2 should
collapse. We have evaluated these quantities forN524 and
N572. Figure 7, where these data are displayed, confi
good scaling for alle considered, even for suche-values for
which Eq.~17! does not hold. This suggests that the mobil
is of the form m(E)5mNf (eN3/2), where, following Eq.
~17!, the function f obeys f (x)>(11x2/48)exp(2c2x

2) for
smallx, whereas for large values of the argument,f is a very
slowly decaying function.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work we have investigated the motion of P
chains in dense gels and showed~in the framework of biased
reptation! that the chains’ mobilities depend very strongly o
their charge distribution: Chains with the same number
segmentsN and the same total~excess! charge may display
drastically different behaviors, depending on their particu
charge distribution. Thus in small external fields the mobil
of diblock ~triblock! PAs increases~decreases! with the field
strength. Furthermore, we showed that ideas developed
PEs cannot be easily extended to PAs. Thus Eq.~10!, which
is very useful in describing the mobility of PEs@cf. Eq.~12!#,
does not carry over to PAs; for PAs it is necessary to ta
account of trapping effects into favorable configuration
whose description requires concepts from the theory of a

FIG. 7. Electrophoretic mobility of diblock PAs withN524 andN572.
Depicted is the relative mobilitym/mN as a function ofeN3/2. Note the
scaling of the data for differentN.
No. 7, 15 August 1997
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vation processes. Through a combination of both approac
we were led here to a qualitative understanding of the
merical results.
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